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Reliability Assessment of an Existing Offshore Steel Structure with Hot Spots
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In offshore steel structures engineers often face the problem of assessing the criticality of existing hot spots to predict the
remaining lifetime and thus to develop sound reliability-based inspection programs. One problem with such an approach is
that the past fatigue conditions cannot be appropriately modeled, and the degree to which damage has accumulated in hot
spot areas cannot be consistently modeled. This paper shows a practical methodology for predicting the remaining fatigue
life of hot spots by using a probabilistic fracture mechanics approach and shows how in general the results can be used in
reliability-based inspection programs.

INTRODUCTION

At present, the best practice for modeling remaining fatigue life
and identifying hot spots in existing offshore steel structures is
the traditional S–N approach (Miner’s rule). The uncertainties in
the S–N approach for existing structures are significant, and it is
often impossible to take into account the stress cycles to which the
structure has been subjected in the past, especially in cases where
the structure has been strengthened or modified. This results often
in very low fatigue life, sometimes even lower than the actual
age of the structure. The S–N approach has thus only limited use
for identifying measures and for establishing risk- and reliability-
based inspection plans for such hot spots in existing structures.

The present paper shows how a probabilistic fracture mechanics
approach can be used to analyze the existing hot spots in an off-
shore steel structure and how reliability-based inspection planning
can be established based on these results. The general approach
is to postulate cracks of specific length and depth that match the
threshold of known inspection techniques, to have cracks located
in specific directions at the hot spot locations, and then to predict
the crack growth and failure probability of the postulated cracks.

Based on the stress distribution at the hot spot locations, it is
shown how the direction of possible crack growth can be iden-
tified and how a specific crack length can be postulated at these
locations. The postulations probabilistically predict crack growth
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and failure probability by using a fracture mechanics approach.
The failure probability is calculated by using Monte Carlo simu-
lations (MCSs). A special focus is set on how results from inspec-
tions can be used to update the model, and recommendations are
made on which parameters in the model should be updated. The
theoretical considerations are presented and discussed, and the
results of the analysis are shown for selected hot spots in an exist-
ing platform in the North Sea.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATFORM

The Siri platform (mobile production unit with storage) is
located in the northwestern part of the Danish sector of the North
Sea. Production on the platform first started in 1999. The struc-
ture was originally designed with a design life of 20 years and a
design factor of 3, bringing the minimum fatigue life to 60 years.
However, in 2009, fatigue cracks were discovered in the lower
part of the structure that supports the wellhead module, termed
the “wellhead support structure” (WSS). To relieve the WSS from
part of its loading, a seabed support (a manual jack) was installed
below the WSS in 2010 (see Fig. 1). Additionally, six cable stays
with a diameter of 350 mm were installed between the platform
legs on Siri in 2014 to stiffen the structure and reduce fatigue
loading (not shown in the figures). The WSS shown in Fig. 1 has
a 12 × 15 m footprint and is 13 m tall. The phase between 2010
and 2014 is called the pre-cable-installation phase and the phase
after installation is called the post-cable-installation phase.

In parallel to the strengthening repair, intensive structural cal-
culations based on inspection campaigns of the WSS have been
conducted to ensure that the remaining structural strength was
sufficient to allow personnel to stay on the platform in the repair
phase. These inspections have also given a lot of knowledge on
the state of the cracks and their development in time.


